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Abstract—Hfq is a thermostable RNA-binding bacterial protein that forms a uniquely shaped homohexamer. Based on
sequence and structural similarity, Hfq belongs to the like-Sm (LSm) protein family. In spite of a rather high degree of
homology between archaeal and eukaryotic LSm proteins, their quaternary structure is different, usually consisting of five
to eight monomers. In this work, the importance of conserved intersubunit hydrogen bonds for the Hfq spatial organization
was tested. The structures and stabilities for the Gln8Ala, Asn28Ala, Asp40Ala, and Tyr55Ala Hfq mutants were determined.
All these proteins have the same hexamer organization, but their stability is different. Elimination of a single intersubunit
hydrogen bond due to Gln8Ala, Asp40Ala, and Tyr55Ala substitutions results in decreased stability of the Hfq hexamer.
Tyr55Ala Hfq as well as the earlier studied His57Ala Hfq has reduced protein thermostability, which seems to correspond to
an opening of the protein hydrophobic core.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297914050113
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Hfq is a central mediator of sRNA-based gene regulation in bacteria (for recent reviews see [1-4]) and structurally belongs to the Sm/like-Sm (LSm) protein family
with specific ring-like quaternary structures [5]. LSm
proteins are built of a five-strand β-barrel capped by an
N-terminal α-helix and a variable C-terminal tail. The
core part of the proteins contains two conserved sequence
motifs called Sm1 (strands β1, β2, and β3) and Sm2
(strands β4 and β5) [6, 7]. The Sm1 motif exhibits
homology among all bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic
proteins [8-11], while the Sm2 motif shows some degree
of divergence between bacterial Hfq and eukaryotic/
archaeal LSm proteins [7]. In spite of the sequence variations, the overall structure of all LSm proteins is the
same, and their ring packing is defined by the contacts
between the β4 and β5 strands of two neighboring protein
monomers. As a result, there appears within the hexamer
a continuous β-sheet with common hydrophobic core
passing through the whole ring. Bacterial proteins Hfq
form homohexamers exclusively [12], while archaeal Sm-

* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

like and eukaryotic Sm proteins exist as homo- and heteroheptamers, respectively [5]. Moreover, the Sm-like
protein from cyanophages has C5 symmetry [13], and the
LSm3 protein from Saccharomyces cerevisiae has C8 symmetry [14]. The reason for the difference in the packing of
the structurally similar LSm proteins is still unknown,
and all hypotheses suggested so far were later refuted [7,
14].
Previously, it has been suggested that inter-monomer
hydrogen bonds created by side-chain atoms of conserved
amino acid residues, which additionally stabilized the
Hfq tertiary structure, play a very important role [15].
There are five conserved amino acids (Gln8, Asn28,
Asp40, Tyr55, and His57) organizing inter-monomer
hydrogen bonds in Hfq (Fig. 1). Two of them, His57 and
Tyr55, belong to the highly-conserved YKHI consensus
of the Sm2 motif in bacterial Hfq. It was demonstrated
that His57 substitutions reduced the stability of the protein greatly but did not change its spatial structure [16]. In
this work, the effects of the Gln8Ala, Asn28Ala,
Asp40Ala, and Tyr55Ala substitutions on the structure
and stability of Hfq from Pseudomonas aeruginosa
(PaeHfq) were studied.
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Fig. 1. a) Ribbon representation of the Hfq hexamer. The protein monomers are in different colors. b) Amino acid residues involved in hydrogen bond formation between two adjacent monomers in PaeHfq. The figures were produced by PyMOL.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Site-directed mutagenesis, gene expression, and
recombinant protein purification. QuikChange SiteDirected Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, USA) was used to
prepare mutant forms of PaeHfq. PCR was performed
with pET22b(+)/Hfq plasmid and oligonucleotides that
contained the desired mutations. The resulted plasmids
were verified by sequencing.
Gene expression and protein purification of all
mutants (except Tyr55Ala PaeHfq) were performed as
described earlier [15]. The Tyr55Ala substitution reduced
the thermostability of the protein, and the cell lysate
heating step was omitted. For this reason, the previously
described purification scheme had to be changed. The
cell lysate in 0.5 M ammonium sulfate, 0.5 M NaCl,
50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) was initially loaded on a butylSepharose column and eluted with 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 8.0). The final step of purification was performed using a DEAE-Sepharose anion exchange column eluted with a NaCl gradient from 50 mM to 1 M in
50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0). The protein samples were
characterized by 15% SDS-PAGE and by 15% PAGE
under non-denaturing conditions (pH 4.5).
Circular dichroism (CD) measurement. CD measurements were performed on a Jasco J600 spectropolarime-

ter (Japan) equipped with a Julabo F25 computer-controlled thermostat. All spectra and melting experiments
were performed using a cell with a 0.1 mm pathlength.
The melting experiments were performed by monitoring
the ellipticity changing at 220 nm in 0.3 M NaCl, 50 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) containing 1 M guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl).
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The DSC
experiments were carried out using a SCAL-1
microcalorimeter with a cell volume of 0.32 ml at heating
rate of 1 K/min within the temperature range between 10
and 120°C, which was achieved by applying the extra
pressure of 2.5 atm [17]. The samples were preliminarily
equilibrated to 25 mM glycine (pH 2.0 and 3.0) or acetate
(pH 4.0) buffers by dialysis. Protein concentrations in
DSC experiments ranged from 1 to 2 mg/ml. The partial
heat capacity and heat effects were calculated per mole of
the monomer assuming 0.73 ml/mg for partial specific
volume as described elsewhere [18].
Crystallization of Hfq mutant proteins. Thermal shift
assay. Protein crystals were obtained by both hangingdrop and sitting-drop vapor-diffusion methods at 22°C.
Thermal shift assay on an iCycler iQ Real Time PCR
(Bio-Rad, USA) was used to optimize protein stabilization conditions and additives for crystallization [19, 20].
The in situ crystal screening facility at BL14.1 of BESSY
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 79 No. 5 2014
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(Berlin, Germany) was applied to test the results of crystallization trials [21]. Details on the protein crystallization conditions are summarized in Table 1.
Protein electrophoresis under semi-native conditions.
Semi-native gel electrophoresis in 15% polyacrylamide
gel containing 0.1% SDS was done as it was described
earlier for Hfq from E. coli [22]. The 20-µg aliquots of
each protein in the presence of 0.1% SDS were loaded
onto 15% polyacrylamide gel passing the heating step.
SDS was added to the samples just before loading, which
prevented the dissociation of protein multimers prior to
the electrophoresis.
Structure determination and refinement. The X-ray
diffraction data from the crystals were collected at X8
Proteum (Bruker-AXS, The Netherlands) in the Institute
of Protein Research, Russian Academy of Sciences
(Pushchino, Russia) or at BESSY HZB beam line 14.1
(Berlin, Germany) [21]. The data were processed by
Proteum (Bruker-AXS) software or by the XDS program
[23], correspondingly, and scaled in XPREP (BrukerAXS) or SCALA (CCP4 [24]). Analysis of the diffraction
data revealed twinning in all datasets. The protein structures were solved by molecular replacement using PHASER [25] with wild-type PaeHfq as the initial model (PDB
1U1S [15]). In most cases a hexamer was used for the
molecular replacement, the exception being Asp40Ala
PaeHfq where a monomer was used as the initial model.
The structures were refined using the PHENIX package
[26]. In the first stage rigid-body refinement was applied,
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followed by simulated-annealing protocol and conventional residual refinement in combination with manual
inspection in Coot [27, 28]. Water molecules were introduced into the models using the “water pick” function of
Coot. The highest peaks in the resulting (mFo-DFc)electron density map were assigned to ions. Detailed statistics of the crystallographic data and refinement are
shown in Table 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crystal structure of Gln8Ala, Asn28Ala, Asp40Ala,
and Tyr55Ala PaeHfq. The introduced amino acid substitutions resulted in the modification of the local protein
surface, thus influencing the potential protein contacts in
the crystal cells. The Gln8Ala, Asn28Ala, and Tyr55Ala
substitutions had less effect on the protein crystallization,
and the corresponding mutant proteins were crystallized
under conditions similar to that of the wild-type protein
(Table 1). However Asn28Ala and Tyr55Ala PaeHfq produced small and twinned crystals that resulted in poor
low-resolution crystallographic data. Asp40Ala PaeHfq
did not form crystals in PEG/MMEPEG screens and was
crystallized at a high concentration of ammonium sulfate
only. In all cases the crystal packing of the PaeHfq mutant
protein was different from that of the wild-type one.
Nevertheless, the spatial structure and hexamer organization of the PaeHfq did not change in spite of the different

Table 1. Crystallization conditions
Protein

Crystallization
conditions

Space group
and cell parameters

Maximal crystal
size, µm

Resolution
limit, Å

Content
of the crystal
asymmetric
unit

Wild-type

12% (w/v) PEG4000; 200 mM P212121; a = 61.0;
NH4Cl; 5 mM CdCl2; 50 mM b = 73.3; c = 106.2;
Tris-HCl; pH 8.5
α = β = γ = 90°

300

1.6

hexamer

Q8A

7% (w/v) ММEPEG2000;
2% MPD; 20 mM ZnCl2;
50 mM Tris-HCl; pH 6.5

P21; a = 66.59;
b = 116.54; c = 66.62;
α = γ = 90°;
β = 119.98°

200

2.16

two hexamers

N28A

5% (w/v) ММEPEG2000;
0.2% glycerol; 3% MPD;
30 mM ZnCl2; 50 mM
Tris-HCl; pH 6.5

P3121; a = b = 66.8;
c = 189.7;
α = β = 90°; γ = 120°

100

3.4

hexamer

D40A

2.4 M (NH4)2SO4;
0.1 M HEPES; pH 7.0

P6; a = b = 65.79;
c = 28.13;
α = β = 90°; γ = 120°

50

1.8

monomer

Y55A

25% ММEPEG 2000; 0.2 M
MgCl2; 10 mM CuSO4;
50 mM Tris-HCl; pH 6.5

P21; a = 63.8;
b = 121.2; c = 65.0;
α = γ = 90°; β = 108.2°

70

2.8

two hexamers
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Table 2. Data collection and refinement statistics

Source
Wavelength (Å)
Space group

D40A PaeHfq

Q8A PaeHfq

Y55A PaeHfq

N28A PaeHfq

BESSY BL 14.1

IPR X8 Proteum
(Bruker-AXS)
1.54
P21

BESSY BL 14.1

BESSY BL 14.1

0.9184
P21

0.9184
P3121

62.83, 121.19,
65.03
90, 108.2, 90
35-2.8 (2.9-2.8)
21774 (2060)
2.2 (2.2)
95.53 (91.52)
4.23 (1.75)
0.208 (0.53)
0.275
0.964 (0.087)
0.99 (0.40)

66.8, 66.8, 189.7

0.430
l,-k,h
0.301
0.353
0.018
3.285

0.390
-h,-k,l
0.2610
0.3214
0.010
1.42

94.0
5.9
0.1

65
17
18

80
14.8
5.2

586
555
25
6
31.0

6928
6563
323
42
22.3

6336
6336

3210
3210

30.7
32.4
37.1
4MML

22.20
35.80
21.10
4MMK

0.9184
P6
Unit cell

a, b, c (Å)

65.79, 65.79, 28.13

66.59, 116.54, 66.62

α, β, γ (°)
Resolution range (Å)
Unique reflections
Multiplicity
Completeness (%)
Mean I/sigma(I)
R-merge
R-meas
CC1/2
CC*

90, 90, 120
35-1.8 (1.865-1.8)
6611 (657)
5.4 (5.4)
99.85 (98.65)
18.7 (2.8)
0.055 (0.57)
0.061
0.999 (0.735)
1 (0.92)

90, 119.98, 90
35-2.16 (2.21-2.16)
43580 (2107)
3.96 (1.5)
95.8 (75.7)
11.3 (3.3)
0.089 (0.32)
–
–
–

90, 90, 120
35-3.4 (3.5-3.4)
7123 (640)
15.3 (9.2)
98.29 (89.14)
11.89 (3.20)
0.223 (0.624)
0.231
0.997 (0.352)
1 (0.72)

Refinement
Twinning fraction
Twinning operator
R-work
R-free
RMS (bonds)
RMS (angles)

0.330
h,-k,-h-l
0.216
0.256
0.009
1.295

0.330
h,-h-k,-l
0.164
0.203
0.008
1.090

Ramachandran plot, residues (in %)
Most favored
Allowed
Outliers

94.0
4.5
1.5
Number of atoms

All
Protein
Water
Ligand/ions
Average B-factor
Protein
Ligands
Water
PDB ID

* Statistics for the highest resolution shell are shown in parentheses.
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number of protein molecules in the asymmetric unit
(Table 1).
Amino acid Gln8 is located in the N-terminal αhelix and forms two inaccessible to solvent hydrogen
bonds with the NZ atom of Lys56 of the same monomer
and the hydroxyl group of Tyr55 from the adjacent
monomer (Fig. 2a). The Gln8–Lys56 contact promotes
connecting of the α-helix to the rest of the protein, while
the Gln8–Tyr55 contact provides stabilization of the
intermonomer interactions. The Gln8Ala substitution
eliminated these hydrogen bonds, thereby loosening the
protein structure (Fig. 2b). Nevertheless, the analysis of
the Gln8Ala PaeHfq structure revealed the missing
hydrogen bonds were compensated by water molecules,
and the protein structure did not change.
Residue Tyr55 along with the previously studied
His57 [16] constitutes part of the highly conserved amino
acid consensus in the bacterial Sm2 motif. As mentioned
above, it forms an inaccessible to solvent hydrogen bond
with residue Gln8 (Fig. 2a). Additionally, the side chain
of the tyrosine shields the protein hydrophobic core from
the solvent. The Tyr55Ala substitution influenced crystallization appreciably, and protein crystals were
obtained only in the presence of Cu2+. Nevertheless, the
substitution neither changed the overall structure of the
protein nor the conformation of the loop containing
Tyr55.
Amino acid Asp40 is located at the C-terminal end
of strand β2 (Fig. 2c). This is very crucial for the protein
structure since the asparagine side-chain oxygen atoms
contacted with four different main-chain nitrogen
atoms: Phe42 and Val43 of the same monomer and Leu7
and Asn8 of the adjacent monomer. The lack of the side
chain atoms was compensated by appearing of a sulfate
ion at this site (Fig. 2d). It was clearly visible in the
experimental electron density map. The sulfate was positioned exactly in the place of the asparagine side-chain
and formed hydrogen bonds with the residues specified
above. Interestingly, Asp40Ala PaeHfq was crystallized
with random RNA captured from the cells (Fig. 2e). It
was described as a single uridine at the Tyr55-His57
amino acid residues of PaeHfq, since there was only one
protein monomer in the asymmetric unit. Earlier it was
shown that mutation Asp40Ala increases U-rich RNAbinding ability of Hfq protein [29]. It seems that this
mutation caused a natural RNA fragment to fall into a
trap.
Amino acid residue Asn28 is located in the loop connecting the β1 and β2 strands of the protein (Fig. 2f).
Together with the adjacent Gly29, it is involved in organization of an energetically favorable β-turn between the
strands owing to a hydrogen bond between the side-chain
oxygen of Asn28 and the main-chain nitrogen of Gly29.
On the other hand, the Asn28 side-chain nitrogen connects to the main-chain oxygen atom of Val27 belonging
to a neighboring monomer and thus stabilizes the protein
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 79 No. 5 2014
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hexamer. Although the Asn28Ala substitution abolished
both structurally important hydrogen bonds, the mutant
PaeHfq was organized as the hexamer in the crystal.
Thus, we conclude that all performed disruptions of
a single intermonomer hydrogen bond were incapable of
changing the tertiary or quaternary structure of PaeHfq.
None of the substitutions introduced any hindrance to
form hexamer or to crystallize the protein, though it
made the crystallization process more complicated.
Stability of Gln8Ala, Asn28Ala, Asp40Ala, and
Tyr55Ala PaeHfq hexamers. To examine the stability of
the wild-type and mutant PaeHfq quaternary structure,
PAGE experiments were carried out under semi-native
conditions (Fig. 3). The results demonstrated the presence of wild-type PaeHfq multimers besides hexamers in
solution, which was in good agreement with data obtained
for the wild-type Hfq from E. coli (EcoHfq) [22]. The
performed amino acid substitutions in PaeHfq led to disruption of the protein multimers except for the Asn28Ala
mutant. The hydrogen bond between the nitrogen of the
Asn28 side chain and main-chain carboxyl oxygen of
Val27 of an adjacent protein monomer was accessible to
solvent in the PaeHfq. Our results demonstrate that the
elimination of this accessible to solvent hydrogen bond
did not influence the stability of the PaeHfq hexamer, in
contrast to elimination of inaccessible ones. Gln8Ala,
His57Ala, and Tyr55Ala PaeHfq dissociated to monomers
under the semi-native conditions, which is in good agreement with the earlier reported results for the Gln8Ala and
Tyr55Ala EcoHfq mutants [22]. Since these substitutions
resulted in elimination of a single intersubunit hydrogen
bond without any visible changes in the protein structure,
it can be assumed that this intervention was the reason for
the decrease in the hexamer stability. In contrast, the
mutant protein Asp40Ala PaeHfq predominantly existed
as hexamers. The Asp40Ala PaeHfq crystal structure
demonstrates that this substitution results in the creation
of a binding site for a multivalent ion such as sulfate that
is able to compensate for the lost hydrogen bonds. It
seems that this compensation provides additional stabilization of the Asp40Ala PaeHfq hexamer in comparison
with the wild-type protein.
Influence of substitutions on PaeHfq secondary structure stability. To examine possible changes in structure
stability, the temperature-induced unfolding of PaeHfq
and its mutants was monitored by CD and scanning
calorimetry. In accordance with X-ray data, the CD spectra of the mutants were practically coinciding with those
of the native hexamer at room temperature. However, the
melting profiles of the mutants were remarkably different
(Fig. 4). Because of high structure stability, the heating
experiments were carried out in the presence of 1 M
GuHCl as previously described [16]. It was found that the
Gln8Ala, Asn28Ala, and Asp40Ala substitutions change
the CD melting curves only slightly, while the Tyr55Ala
variant is even less stable than the His57Ala mutant.
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Fig. 2. Detailed views of the protein sites at the selected residues. The (2mFo-DFc)-electron density map superimposed on the refined structures is contoured at the 1.0 σ level. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dotted lines. The asterisk indicated residues from the neighboring monomer.
a, b) Region at the Gln8 and Tyr55 residues in the wild-type protein and in the Gln8Ala PaeHfq, correspondingly. c, d) Region at the Asp40
residue in the wild-type and in the Asp40Ala PaeHfq. e) Uridine found at the Hfq U-binding site in Asp40Ala PaeHfq. f) Region at the Asn28
residue in wild-type PaeHfq.
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N28A

D40A

H57A

Q8A
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Y55A

170
100
70
55
40

Multimer
Hexamer

35
25

15

Monomer

10

Fig. 3. PAGE under semi-native conditions for the wild-type, Asn28Ala, Asp40Ala, His57Ala, Gln8Ala, and Tyr55Ala PaeHfq proteins. M is
a protein molecular mass marker. Positions of monomer, hexamer, and multimeric PaeHfq are marked.
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Ср, kJ/K mol

Measurements of the protein stability by
microcalorimetry were carried out in the acidic pH range
in an attempt to avoid aggregation of the unfolded forms
that was observed at neutral pH. In this case, no denaturant was added since the DSC experiments can be run up
to 120°C by applying extra pressure to the samples. All the
Hfq mutants except for Tyr55Ala have sharp heat capacity peaks at very high temperatures (the transition midpoint for the wild-type protein is about 116°C; Fig. 5)
and, in accordance with the CD data, were less stable
than wild-type Hfq. Although the main heat capacity
peak looked rather sharp and asymmetric, which is typi-
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Fig. 4. Normalized melting curves of PaeHfq mutant forms.
Melting was performed using ellipticity at 220 nm at pH 8.0 in
presence of 1 M GuHCl.
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependences of wild-type PaeHfq (lower
panel) and the Gln8Ala mutant (upper panel) in the acidic pH
range. In the lower panel: pH 2.0 (solid line) and pH 3.0 (dashed
line) both at 1.5 mg/ml. In the upper panel: pH 2.0 (short dash),
pH 3.0 (long dash), pH 4.0 (dash-dot line, c = 0.7 mg/ml; solid
line, c = 1.4 mg/ml).
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cal for a two-state unfolding of multimers [30], more
detailed analysis showed that even in the case of the wildtype protein, not speaking of the mutants, the transitions
are not fully cooperative. This deviation from a classical
two-state transition is more clearly seen in the case of the
Gln8Ala mutant, which is only slightly less stable than the
wild-type protein, as the position of the main peak does
not depend on protein concentration. Thus, a more realistic model for the temperature-induced unfolding of the
Hfq hexamers would look like:
N6 ↔ 6I → 6U.
The degree of cooperativity depends on the population of the intermediate state, i.e. on the relation between
thermodynamic parameters of the first and second transitions. It seems that in the case of the wild-type protein the
dissociation constant reflecting the strength of the intersubunit contacts is relatively small, while in the mutants
the dissociation occurs more easily. The extreme case is
represented by the Tyr55Ala mutant with intersubunit
interactions weakened so much that its unfolding curve
looks like a set of peaks corresponding to the melting of
monomers, dimers, and other oligomers.
Unfortunately, the enthalpy change for the dissociation step should be rather small, resulting in a broad heat
capacity peak added to the left shoulder of the main
unfolding peak. For this reason and due to not very high
precision of the instrument baseline, accurate analysis of
the melting curves based on scheme above was not possible.
We conclude that the elimination of a single intersubunit inaccessible to solvent hydrogen bond decreased
the stability of the PaeHfq hexamer. Most substitutions
decrease the protein thermostability only slightly, first of
all due to weakening of intersubunit contacts, as was originally planned. Although at room temperature the variants His57Ala and Tyr55Ala restore their hexamer structure as other mutants, their melting profiles are different
and demonstrate large decrease in structure stability, most
likely due to increased accessibility of the hydrophobic
core of the protein.
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